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Who is The Doctors Answer? 
 

We are a team of fully trained employees who receive tremendous satisfaction 
from helping you provide better care to your patients. Our model is simple: 
Provide a local and professional answering service to our medical community at 
the lowest possible price. For over 25 years we have been helping the medical 
community with their answering service needs and our goal is to earn and keep 
your business. 

 

 

Why The Doctors Answer? 
 

• Over 25 Years of Experience 
 

We have had the time to perfect our process over the years which gives us the experience needed to 
get the job done right! To help facilitate our goals of excellent customer service, we conduct weekly 
performance reviews and implement incentive based reward programs to ensure that our staff is 
providing an exceptional call experience to every caller. 

 

• HIPAA / HITECH Compliant 
 

Our medical answering service exclusively processes calls for the medical community. As a “medical 
only” answering service your callers and their information will be handled professionally, securely and 
at an affordable price. 

 

• Secure Messaging and Encrypted Web Portal 
 

We have designed our own encrypted delivery methods to ensure the safety of your messages and 
every caller’s Protected Health Information. The Doctors Answer does not rely on third party software 
or licensing. Our engineers have created an in house Secure Messaging platform and we offer 
Encrypted Web Portals to ensure 100% HIPAA compliance for your patient’s information. 

 

• Getting started is Easy – We’ll Do All The Work 
 

Your personal account manger will walk each office through the simple process. Choose us today, you 
have nothing to lose except your frustrations! 

 
 
 
 

 

Point of Contact: Benjamin Pure | Phone: 800.571.8285 | Fax: 888.839.0719 
 

Email: Ben.Pure@TheDrsAnswer.com | Website:  www.TheDrsAnswer.com 
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What Will I Get FREE With My Plan? 
 

No matter which plan you choose, you will always receive our entire package of the following features 
FREE. Unlike most call centers who nickel and dime you with “a la carte” fees, The Doctors Answer 
believes that the more FREE services we can provide to our customers, the happier and more successful 
their practice will be. And that’s good news for everyone! 

 

Services and Features Included: FREE 
  

Unlimited routine messages to voicemail X 
  

Lunch / busy call overflow X 
  

HIPAA compliant secure messaging X 
  

Encrypted web portal for message logs X 
  

SMS text directly to our agents X 
  

Customized greeting and voicemail X 
  

Voice and text logs kept for one year X 
  

Account scripting to eliminate errors X 
  

Personalized answer phrase X 
  

All calls voice recorded X 
  

One ring pick-up to greeting X 
  

Supervisors available 24/7 X 
  

Daily e-mail or fax log of all messages X 
  

Customized on-call escalation lists X 
  

No setup fees or contracts X 
  

3 backup locations (NY, PA & GA) X 
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1 MONTH FREE TRIAL 
 

We believe in our service and we are confident you will too. That’s why we are offer a 1 month risk FREE 
trial of our medical answering services. No strings or obligations attached. 

 

In addition to the FREE trial, we are also offering UNLIMITED ROUTINE CALLS included FREE with all 
plans. Your office will only pay for the emergency calls that our agents process. 

 
 

 

Pricing Made Simple: 
     

  

  Only Pay 
GOLD     for what 

      

BASIC BRONZE SILVER 600  PLATINUM DIAMOND you use   

       

75 150 300 Urgent Mins 1,000 1,500+ 
$1.00 Per Urgent Mins Urgent Mins Urgent Mins 

$0.87 per 
Urgent Mins Urgent Mins 

     urgent 

$0.99 per $0.96 per $0.93 per additional $0.84 per $0.83 per Minute 
min 

 

additional additional Additional Additional additional  
   

min min min   min Min  

$75/mo. $145/mo. $275/mo. 
$525/mo. 

$840/mo. $1200/mo. No Base 
  

  Rate        

       

 

*Unlimited routine office calls to integrated voicemail 
 

*Price per patch is $0.99 
 

 

Not Sure Which Plan is Right for You? No Problem... 
 

During your 1 month free trial we will gain a good understanding of your practice’s call volume and 
then help you streamline your account and determine the cheapest plan available for your practice. 
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Satisfaction Guaranteed 
 

WE PROMISE that our staff will work hard every day to provide you and your 
practice with a professional answering service experience. The Doctors 
Answer truly cares about the level of service we provide to our customers 
and because of this, we don’t require any contracts, setup fees or deposits. 
We believe in our service and we are confident you will too. If at any point 
during our relationship you are not 100% satisfied with our services, let us 
know and there will be no early termination charges, no hassles and no 
additional charges to your account. 

 
 
 

If Disaster Strikes - We Have a Plan 
 

In the event of a natural disaster, you can count on us to always be available to take your practice’s 
calls. The Doctors Answer has become the premier answering service for hundreds of practices in the 
United States. This comes with great pride but also tremendous responsibility to have powerful 
backup plans tested and in place should a disaster strike. 

 

With 3 locations in New York, Pennsylvania and Georgia we have positioned ourselves to be available 
to answer your phones 24/7/365, regardless of local weather conditions. All of our call center 
locations are independent of each other during normal operations. However, each site has the 
capability to seamlessly transition their calls to the other “working” call centers in the event of an 
emergency. 

 

Our backup plans are very well thought out and are tested on a monthly bases. Rest easy knowing that 
no matter what the conditions, The Doctors Answer is ALWAYS available to take your practice’s calls. 
 

Low Cost Pricing Plans                         Our Service is Guaranteed 
 

 100% Medical Answering Service       Free Trial—First Billing is Free 
 

 HIPAA & HITECH Compliant                 Getting Started is Easy—We Do All the Work 
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